Paddock's stainless steel Vertical filters saves both floor space and water. Its three vertically oriented cells are backwashed individually and sequentially with filtered water, reducing flow of water to waste, and allowing reduction of piping and elimination of holding tanks. Underdrain laterals are covered with stainless steel mesh and fitted to a sand bed of 18” minimum depth.

Three Cell filters range from 36” diameter (318 gpm) to 120” diameter (3,534 gpm).

**Standard Features**

$ Type 316L stainless steel construction  
$ Non-corrosive internals  
$ All models are NSF listed  
$ Domed dividing head (in lieu of a flat plate)

**Options**

$ Type 304 stainless steel construction  
$ Carbon steel with lining  
$ ASME code and labeled filters  
$ Automatic control